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1. Introduction

Standard high order methods give rise to spurious oscillations near shocks which can be controlled by using localized arti-
ficial viscosity (AV) with high wavenumber bias. Using simulations of compressible isotropic turbulence with optimized
high-order schemes at different resolutions we investigated the range of scales where artificial dissipation is active. We ob-
served that the impact of AV was not limited to high wavenumbers. This is especially true for moderately high Mach number
isotropic turbulence which spontaneously forms shocklets, for which the AV method is found to excessively damp the dila-
tational motions. We propose a modified form using a modified coefficient which activates AV only in the regions of strong
compression, such as shocks, turning it completely off for turbulence and expansion waves. This is found to give improved
statistics for all quantities, not just dilatation. This formulation reverts back to the traditional one for strong shocks, so that
its shock capturing capability is not compromised (see Fig. 1).

2. Formulation

The non-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations can be written as
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Fig. 1. Left: Comparison between the modified and constant coefficient bulk viscosity for Shu–Osher problem with Nx ¼ 200 at t = 1.8. Right: Zoomed in
comparison for post-shock entropy waves.
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The viscous stress sij and the heat flux qi are
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where the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers are Re1 ¼ q�1L�a�1=l�1 and Pr ¼ c�pl�=j�. Following Cook [1], artificial terms are
now added to the physical viscosity coefficients. l ¼ lf þ lh, b ¼ bf þ bh and j ¼ jf þ jh. The artificial terms take the form
lh ¼ Clqjr4SjD6; bh ¼ Cbqjr4SjD6; jh ¼ Cj
qc
T
jr4ejD5; ð6Þ
where Cl ¼ 0:002, Cb ¼ 1:0 and Cj ¼ 0:01.

3. Modified artificial viscosity

In the preceding section the artificial viscosity can be considered a constant coefficient formulation. The double Laplacian
in (6) gives a high wavenumber bias to the dissipation introduced by this scheme. However in simulations of underresolved
isotropic turbulence, this dissipation is found to excessively damp the dilatational modes and also pressure, density and tem-
perature fluctuations as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Hence a modified formulation is considered which imparts a further selec-
tivity to the artificial dissipation. The modified refers to the fact that the coefficient Cb is now calculated at every grid point
based on the following formula:
Comparison of Dilatation and artificial bulk viscosity spectra for 643 isotropic turbulence. Plus: 2563 DNS. Square: constant coefficient model. Circle:
d coefficient model.



Fig. 3. Comparison of RMS quantities for 643 isotropic turbulence. Solid line – 2563 DNS, Dashed line – 643 modified coefficient model. Dotted line – 643

constant coefficient model.
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while Cl and Cj are unchanged and � is a small number equal to 10�6. The modified formulation employs two sensors the
first of which is based on relative magnitudes of dilatation and vorticity following Ducros et al. [2]. The second sensor, which
acts like a switch, turns the artificial bulk viscosity on or off based on the magnitude and sign of dilatation. In particular, for
positive dilatation it is switched off whereas it rises slowly as the negative dilatation increases in magnitude. Since shocks
are a region of high negative dilatation (strong compression waves), bulk viscosity needs to act only in such regions.

The factor 10D=c in front of the dilatation is a scaling term. It makes the grid dependent numerical dilatation invariant to
mesh size and also appropriately nondimensionalises the dilatation, irrespective of the specific nondimensionalisation used
for the remaining equations. The factor 2D=c corresponds to the time scale of the highest frequency acoustic wave that can
be represented on the grid. This formulation starts damping dilatation only if the time period of the acoustic wave is less
than 1/10th of the time scale of the dilatation (shock).

4. Results

4.1. Shu–Osher problem

The Shu–Osher problem is a one dimensional canonical shock-turbulence interaction in which a Mach 3 shock wave
interacts with a sinusoidal density field [3]. Pressure is constant on either side of the shock, which gives an entropy wave
downstream of the shock. The Euler equations are solved on a domain x 2 ½�5;5� with initial conditions
ðq; u;pÞ ¼
ð3:857143;2:629369;10:333333Þ; x < �4;
ð1þ 0:2 sinð5xÞ;0;1Þ; x P �4:

�

The goal here is to ensure that the shock capturing capability of the original scheme is preserved. The domain is discret-
ized with N ¼ 200 grid points. The solution is integrated to t ¼ 1:8 and compared with the constant coefficient bulk viscosity
and a converged reference solution as shown in figures. The amplitude of the post shock entropy waves, position of the shock
and position of the contact discontinuity separating the entropy and acoustic waves are all well captured just as with the
constant coefficient bulk viscosity. This is clearly seen in Fig. 1.

4.2. Isotropic turbulence

High turbulence Mach number and high Reynolds number isotropic turbulence simulations were carried out. The Mach
number was Mt ¼ 0:6 and the Taylor scale Reynolds number was Rek ¼ 100. This Mach number is high enough for the flow to
spontaneously form shocklets and the Reynolds number is high enough to have a broad range of scales for vortical motions.
It has been noted in other studies [4], that artificial bulk viscosity causes excessive dissipation of dilatational motions and
gives erroneous RMS profiles for density, pressure and temperature. As seen in Figs. 3 and 4, these are significantly improved
using the modified formulation.



Fig. 4. Comparison of slices of dilatation and density contours: Dilatation on the left and density to the right. Top to bottom: constant Cb , 643 grid, Modified
Cb , 643 grid and 2563 grid DNS. Same contour and grayscale levels are used in both plots.
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The formulation works by decreasing the magnitude of bulk artificial viscosity at all scales as seen in the plot of spectra in
Fig. 2. Since the bulk viscosity acts on the dilatational motions only, it has no effect on vortical motions or overall turbulent
kinetic energy. The improvement in prediction of the acoustic field, is quite dramatic, as can be seen in Figs. 2 and 4. The
latter compares contours of dilatation and density for the two formulations. An eddy shocklet, which can be clearly seen
in the figure on the right is completely obliterated by the constant coefficient formulation. Significant improvement is also
seen in the thermodynamic quantities, density, temperature and pressure. This can be seen in the plot of RMS quantities
(Fig. 3) and also in the density contours.

5. Conclusion

A modified formulation for artificial bulk viscosity is proposed which retains the shock capturing capability of the original
formulation while significantly improving performance in terms of acoustic motions and thermodynamic fluctuations for
high Mach number turbulence. While this formulation works well for shock waves, it needs to be integrated with a more
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complete subgrid scale model for vortical motions as well. Further validation is needed for more complex shock turbulence
problems. This is the focus of ongoing research.
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